Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Finding an unambiguous experimental evidence for quantum spin liquid has been a great challenge in the study of topological phases of matter^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. Spin excitation spectra in quantum spin liquids, for example, consist of multiple excitations of underlying quasiparticles, namely, spinons. Hence, such spectra form a continuum and have no sharp excitations, which pose an inherent difficulty in identifying quantum spin liquids. In this context, the recent observation of half-quantized thermal Hall conductivity in the material $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{3}$$\end{document}$ is a promising candidate for the gapless Kitaev spin liquid (KSL)^[@CR2],[@CR4]--[@CR24]^, which is the ground state of an exactly solvable spin model^[@CR25]^. In the presence of magnetic field, it becomes the gapped chiral KSL, which supports the chiral Majorana edge mode^[@CR25]^. The half-quantized thermal Hall conductivity can be regarded as a unique signature of this Majorana edge state.
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                \begin{document}$${}_{3}$$\end{document}$ develops the zig-zag (ZZ) magnetic order at low temperatures^[@CR7]--[@CR11]^. Clearly, this must be due to the presence of spin interactions beyond the exactly solvable Kitaev model. A number of theoretical models are proposed and some minimal choices are the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma$$\end{document}$ is the bond-dependent anisotropic interaction^[@CR10]^. It is shown that a substantial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${J}_{3}$$\end{document}$^[@CR26]^. Hence, the central question is how the ZZ order would give away to the chiral KSL in the presence of magnetic field and whether this happens in these minimal models.
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{3}$$\end{document}$ rotation symmetry is explicitly broken) and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) on the 2-leg ladder geometry suggest that the chiral KSL is stabilized in a large window of magnetic field and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma /K$$\end{document}$ between the ZZ and polarized phases. Another recent theoretical work on the classical model^[@CR28]^, however, shows that there exist a multitude of complex magnetic orders with large unit cells in a similar window of intermediate magnetic fields. Many of these phases cannot be accommodated in small systems used in the ED and DMRG calculations mentioned above. In order to resolve this issue, theoretical studies of the quantum model in the thermodynamic limit are necessary.

In this article, we present the results of the infinite tensor product state (iTPS) studies on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec2}
=======
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-----
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Identification of each phase {#Sec4}
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To determine the phase boundaries and characterize each phase, we optimize the iTPS using the imaginary time evolution (ITE)^[@CR30]^ and measure the energy density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Small extent of KSL in field {#Sec5}
----------------------------

First, the KSL ground state survives only in a small corner of the phase diagram. In the KSL phase, the magnetization and the fluctuation of vortices are suppressed, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nematic paramagnetic phases {#Sec6}
---------------------------
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In the classical limit, the 8-, 18-, and 32-site magnetic orders are stabilized in a similar parameter regime^[@CR28]^. Our result indicates that strong quantum fluctuation melts the competing large unit-cell orders, leading to the restoration of the translational symmetry, while the rotational symmetry remains broken. We have also found that the NP phases appear and survive down to almost zero field limit in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the \[111\] magnetic field, the nature of the transition between P and NP1 phases is not clear. Even though the local observables show finite jumps at the transition, these are not very distinctive compared to other transitions and may originate from the inherently biased optimization in ITE, which is analyzed carefully in Supplementary Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The non-triviality of the NP phases is revealed by tilting the magnetic field slightly toward the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec8}
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We have used iTPS optimization to investigate the field-induced quantum phases in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma ^{\prime}$$\end{document}$ model. Apart from the well-established chiral KSL, we discover the stabilization of the nematic paramagnets NP1 and NP2 at intermediate magnetic fields. The NP phases break lattice rotational symmetry spontaneously and take place between the low-field ZZ magnetic order and the high-field polarized state. In contrast to the previous 24-site ED and 2-leg ladder DMRG study^[@CR27]^, the KSL is found to survive only in a small corner of the phase diagram. Instead, the NP phases occupy a large portion of the phase diagram and hence are more likely to be observed. We propose that, to probe the nematic paramagnets experimentally, one could measure longitudinal thermal conductivity and magnetic susceptibility over the in-plane directions, which would display the breaking of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to clarify the nature of the NP phases, we examine the effect of tilting the magnetic field ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{3}$$\end{document}$ is broken in both of the P and NP2 phases in the tilted field, the continuous transition would imply that NP2 is not a trivial product state. This leaves the interesting possibility that the NP phases are non-trivial topological states. The precise nature and thermal Hall response of these states would be interesting subjects of future study.
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iTPS and ITE {#Sec10}
------------

In order to carve out the ground-state phase diagram, we employ the iTPS representation^[@CR40]^ on the honeycomb lattice and optimize it with respect to the Hamiltonian in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The iTPS wavefunction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau =0.01$$\end{document}$. Then the local tensors are updated by the singular value decomposition^[@CR30]^. Iterating this two-step procedure (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) drives the initial state into the ground state.Fig. 5Methods.Schematic figures of **a** the honeycomb TPS where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z$$\end{document}$-bonds defined in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) are specified by red, blue and green colors, respectively, and **b** the optimization and update processes of the local tensor, where the black solid line denotes the physical degrees of freedom and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${e}^{-\tau {\hat{H}}_{ij}}$$\end{document}$ is the local imaginary time evolution operator (see text for detail).

Since the ITE with such a simple update can be easily biased by the initial choice of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{i}$$\end{document}$, we optimize various trial states and choose the lowest energy state as the ground state. We consider the string gas (SG) represetation of the KSL in ref. ^[@CR41]^ and the classical magnetic orders found in ref. ^[@CR28]^. Note that the ITE starting from the SG state, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left|\psi \right\rangle \approx {({e}^{-\tau \hat{H}})}^{{\mathcal{N}}}\left|{\rm{SG}}\right\rangle$$\end{document}$, provides the lowest energy states near the pure Kitaev limit, which allows us to determine the KSL phase. We also include the FM \[111\] state (FM\[111\]), where all spins are aligned in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[111]$$\end{document}$ direction, ZZ, and 6- and 18-site magnetic orders found in ref. ^[@CR28]^. In addition, we use the FM\[100\], FM\[011\], and FM\[1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{1}\bar{1}$$\end{document}$\] states as other possible initial states. Details of the initial states are provided in Supplementary Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Owing to the complexity, we did not take into account the 32- and 50-site magnetic order discovered in the classical phase diagram^[@CR28]^, which might be relevant for larger $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h$$\end{document}$ than the parameter region considered in this work. To measure the physical quantities after the optimization, we employ the corner transfer matrix renormalization group (CTMRG) method^[@CR42]--[@CR44]^. The parallel C++ library mptensor^[@CR45]^ is utilized to perform CTMRG and ITE. The main results in this article are obtained with the bond dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=6$$\end{document}$. It turns out that the phase diagram and physical quantities do not change much by increasing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D$$\end{document}$ as discussed in [Supplementary Information](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.
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